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The tension that negotiators face between claiming and creating value is particularly apparent when exchanging
offers. We tested whether presenting a choice among first offers (Multiple Equivalent Simultaneous Offers;
MESOs) reduces this negotiator dilemma and increases economic and relational outcomes. Six experiments
comparing MESOs to a single package-offer revealed three effects. First, MESOs produced stronger anchors and
better outcomes for the offerer because recipients perceived MESOs as a more sincere attempt at reaching an
agreement (agreement sincerity). Second, MESOs yielded greater joint outcomes because they were probabilistically more likely to include an economically attractive starting point for recipients (initial recipient-value).
Third, MESOs allowed the offerer to secure a cooperative reputation and created a more cooperative negotiation
climate. Negotiators who offered MESOs were able to claim and create more economic and relational value.
MESOs reduced the negotiator dilemma for offerers by also reducing it for recipients. Weblinks in the appendix
give access to supplementary materials, analyses, and data.

1. Introduction

one aspect of the negotiation process that remains captive to this dilemma is the implementation of the first offer.
When making the first offer, offerers try to pull recipients in the
direction of their offers, but risk those recipients reactively devaluing
those offers (Curhan, Neale, & Ross, 2004; Ross & Ward, 1995), making
aggressive counteroffers (Ames & Mason, 2015) or ending the negotiation in impasse (Schweinsberg, Ku, Wang, & Pillutla, 2012). Offer
recipients are similarly torn, aware that the offer they receive may favor
the offerer in ways that disadvantage them (Curhan et al., 2004; Lee,
Loschelder, Schweinsberg, Mason, & Galinsky, 2018; Schweinsberg
et al., 2012), making it difficult to consider the offer as a sincere attempt at agreement. Their other options – to walk away or counter – are
also suboptimal; although they preserve or assert the recipient’s preferences, they can have negative consequences both for the recipient’s
outcomes and for the relationship. To date, no research has addressed
how to reduce the experience of this dilemma for both offerers and

Negotiators face a fundamental dilemma between competition (the
desire to claim value for themselves) and cooperation (the desire to
create value for both parties; Lax & Sebenius, 1986; similar to other
types of social dilemmas, such as Hardin, 1968). Neglecting either of
these forces creates biases and suboptimal outcomes (Galinsky &
Schweitzer, 2015; Thompson & Leonardelli, 2004). This dilemma
manifests in the choices a negotiator makes, whether choosing which
tactics to implement or one’s reactions to those tactics. The literature
has proposed strategies and tactics that, at least momentarily, reduce
this dilemma for the negotiator, including developing a negotiator’s
best alternative to reaching an agreement, carefully listening to the
counterpart (see Allred, 2000 for a review) and more psychological
tactics such as subtle mimicry (Maddux, Mullen, & Galinsky, 2007) or
perspective-taking (Galinsky, Maddux, Gilin, & White, 2008). However,
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recipients; we propose that one way to do so is to start negotiations with
a choice of first offers.
We explore offer choice in multi-issue negotiations, where parties
seek to settle two or more negotiable issues that usually differ in value
between parties. In such cases, negotiators often begin by making a
package offer, presenting positions on each issue simultaneously (Iklé,
1964; Kelley, 1966; Pruitt, 1981). Building off the concept of package
offers, we define offer choice as Multiple Equivalent Simultaneous Offers
(MESOs for short). Multiple and simultaneous indicate that MESOs include a choice of two or more package offers to the recipient and
equivalence denotes that, although each offer presents a different set of
issue positions, they are of the same value to the offerer. Relative to a
single package-offer, we propose that MESOs as first offers will reduce
the negotiator dilemma for offerers, allowing them to claim and create
more favorable economic and relational outcomes. They will do so, we
argue, in part by reducing the recipients’ experience of their own negotiator dilemma.

In sum, although recipients typically confront suboptimal first offers, the choice produced by MESOs can reduce their experience of the
negotiator dilemma in two ways: a choice among offers increases perceptions of agreement sincerity and, separately, present a higher initial
value for the recipient. We propose that these two processes have different economic consequences for the agreements negotiators make and
for the negotiator relationship. We detail these hypotheses below.
3. Economic gains from MESOs
We propose that MESOs will produce better economic outcomes for
offerers. The most straightforward route to doing so would occur if
MESOs led recipients to accept one of the offers. Although possible, a
first offer is rarely immediately accepted (e.g., Galinsky, Mussweiler, &
Medvec, 2002). However, we predict MESOs can still produce economic
gains by shaping the counteroffers recipients generate, and ultimately,
the final agreements they reach. First, we propose that MESOs will yield
greater offerer outcomes (i.e., the agreement’s overall value the offerer
individually gains) because MESOs increase the agreement sincerity of
the offers. Second, MESOs will produce greater joint outcome (i.e., the
agreement’s overall value that the offerer and recipient collectively
gain) because they increase initial recipient-value.

2. Choice-derived consequences of MESOs
The offer that recipients typically receive is seen as suboptimal in
meeting their interests. Although it is an attempt at a potential agreement, it is usually perceived as competitively biased, making it less
worthy of full consideration. In contrast, we propose that presenting
two or more first offers, relative to just one, can reduce the negotiator
dilemma for the recipient by allowing them to simultaneously consider
the offers as a sincere attempt at reaching agreement while also pursuing their own interests.
There are two ways we propose that MESOs will reduce the recipient’s
negotiator dilemma. First, recipients are likely to prefer the experience of
choice relative to no choice, because it increases their flexibility in
reaching an agreement. This preference for the provision of choice is a
concept with a long history in psychology (Brehm, 1956; see also Gilbert &
Ebert, 2002; Kirkebøen & Teigen, 2011), one carefully differentiated from
economic explanations (Shin & Ariely, 2004). People prefer having a
choice because it gives them a greater sense of flexibility (Brehm, 1956;
see also Gilbert & Ebert, 2002; Simonson, 1990; in pigeons, Catania,
1975), where people feel capable of pursuing their own interests.
Choice resulting from MESOs is also likely to produce flexibility by
offering different ways to accommodate the recipients’ interests.
Because recipients are likely to feel a choice accommodates their own
interests, it will impact their perception of the offers, reducing perceptions of competitive bias. Precisely, we think it will lead to what we
call agreement sincerity, which we define as the recipient’s perception
that the offer is a genuine and legitimate attempt at reaching an
agreement:

3.1. MESOs produces greater offerer outcome through agreement sincerity
We propose that presenting a choice among first offers will yield
greater offerer outcomes than a single package-offer. We hypothesize
this benefit occurs because the agreement sincerity resulting from
MESOs increases the likelihood that the first offer will anchor recipients
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1974; Whyte & Sebenius, 1997; in negotiations,
see Galinsky, Ku, & Mussweiler, 2009). To reach agreement, negotiators
need to decide a reasonable value for a negotiated resource and offer
recipients often turn to positions in the first offer – anchors – to decide
what their counteroffer will be. As a result, recipients are anchored on
and insufficiently adjust from the first offer even though it is biased to
favor the offerer (Chertkoff & Conley, 1967; Galinsky & Mussweiler,
2001; Galinsky, Leonardelli, Okhuysen, & Mussweiler, 2005; Tasa,
Whyte, & Leonardelli, 2013). This occurs across cultures and levels of
power (Gunia, Swaab, Sivanathan, & Galinsky, 2013).
To explain how choice can influence anchoring, it helps to know
how an anchor’s features can affect its strength. Weaker anchors produce
judgments that adjust more from the initial anchor value, whereas with
strong anchors, judgments remain closer to the initial anchor value
(Chapman & Johnson, 1994; see also Ames & Mason, 2015; Strack &
Mussweiler, 1997; Wegener, Petty, Detweiler-Bedell, & Jarvis, 2001). In
standard judgment research, accuracy is presumed to guide the degree
to which an anchor affects its strength (Kahneman, 1992). People may
not know at what age the Indian activist Mahatma Ghandi passed away,
but 140 is a weak anchor because it is well beyond an acceptable year of
death for any person.
In contrast to pure judgmental tasks, negotiators are motivated by
accuracy and self-interest. Recipients are aware that the first offers they
receive are likely to be competitively biased against them. The more
competitively biased that a recipient perceives a first offer to be, the
weaker that anchor will be. For example, Ames and Mason (2015)
found that extreme first offers often produce extreme counteroffers, i.e.,
more adjustment from the initial first offer value. Furthermore, extreme
first offers increase the risk of impasse (Galinsky et al., 2002;
Schweinsberg et al., 2012).
We propose that offer choice strengthens first-offer anchoring because MESOs will reduce perceptions of competitive bias. That is,
MESOs will increase the anchoring strength of first-offer by increasing
the perceived agreement sincerity of those offers. After receiving
MESOs, recipients, although still uncertain about what their counteroffer should be, will be less likely to challenge the first offer’s positions,
producing counteroffers closer to the positions in the MESOs than a

Agreement Sincerity Hypothesis: Recipients will perceive greater
agreement sincerity after receiving MESOs than a single packageoffer.
Second, we propose that MESOs will objectively offer more economic value than a single package-offer. In a typical multi-issue negotiation, where negotiators differ in issue preferences (i.e., some issues
more valuable to one, but less to the other), offer choice has the benefit
of probabilistically increasing the first offer’s economic value to the
recipient. The more offers that are presented, the more likely that one of
those offers will match a recipient’s issue preferences better than a
single offer would alone and thus provide them with more economic
value. Given that recipients will seek to maximize their own value, a
core tenet of rational choice theory and the foundation of many prescriptive economic models (e.g., Grether & Plott, 1979), MESOs will be
economically more favorable to recipients than single-package offers:
Initial Recipient-Value Hypothesis: Recipients will receive
greater value from MESOs than a single package-offer.
65
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single-package offer.

joint value of the recipient’s counteroffer will mediate this effect
sequentially.

Anchor-Strength Hypothesis: Counteroffers will be anchored by
(i.e., will be closer to the issue positions in) MESOs than single
package-offers. Agreement sincerity will mediate this effect.

We expect the offerer and joint outcome effects hypothesized above
to yield different outcomes for the recipient. Given that the offerer
outcome effect is likely to manifest on important-distributive issues,
offerers will benefit from but recipients will be disadvantaged by the
anchoring effect. In contrast, given that the joint outcome effect is expected to be mediated by initial recipient-value (wherein initial offerer
value is held constant), the greater joint outcome resulting from MESOs
would likely occur on tradable issues that are more important to the
recipient, but less important to the offerer. It is on these issues that
recipients gain more at reduced cost to offerers. In this regard, the
predicted joint outcome effect will – at least partially – compensate for
the disadvantage recipients receive from the predicted anchoring effects. The degree to which this compensation occurs, however, depends
on the relative size of each effect. If the recipient disadvantage produced by anchoring is substantially larger than the joint outcome effect,
it is possible for MESOs – relative to a single package-offer – to yield
greater overall offerer and joint outcomes, and less overall recipient
outcomes.

Offerer-Outcome Hypothesis: Offerer outcomes will be greater
after MESOs than single package-offers. Agreement sincerity and the
recipient’s counteroffer value (to the offerer) will sequentially
mediate this effect.
Although the anchoring effect of MESOs could potentially be present across all possible issues, we predict these effects will be strongest
on the distributive issues (i.e., those for which both parties have diametrically opposed preferences; Raiffa, 1982), especially importantdistributive ones. These issues are normally seen as the most competitive and thus most likely to benefit from increasing perceptions of
agreement sincerity (Gunia et al., 2013; Moran & Ritov, 2002).
As previously mentioned, offers can differ in extremity (i.e., their
overall value to the offerer), with more extreme offers more likely to be
seen as competitively biased (e.g., Ames & Mason, 2015). Just as we
predicted that the effect of MESOs will be stronger on important-distributive issues because these issues are the most competitive, we also
predicted that the effect of MESOs will be stronger when first offers are
more extreme. That is, we propose that offer extremity will moderate the
anchor-strength and offerer-outcome hypotheses. Because MESOs increase anchor strength by reducing perceptions of competitive bias,
MESOs’ effects on counteroffers and offerer outcomes will be stronger
when first offers are seen as competitively biased, i.e., when offers are
extreme rather than moderate.

4. Relational gains from MESOs
In addition to economic outcomes, we propose that MESOs will also
have relational consequences. More specifically, we predict that by
presenting MESOs, offerers will be seen as more cooperative. This
prediction is a straightforward extension of our agreement sincerity
prediction and builds off attribution theory (Jones & Nisbett, 1971;
more recently, see Malle, 2011). That is, people are predisposed to attribute another’s behaviors to their intentions in the absence of cues
that would suggest otherwise. Thus, by seeing MESOs as a more sincere
attempt at agreement, we predict that recipients will also be more likely
to see negotiators making MESOs as more cooperative.

First-Offer Extremity Moderator Hypothesis: MESOs will have
stronger effects on anchoring and offer-outcomes when first offers
are extreme rather than moderate.
3.2. MESOs produces greater joint outcome through initial recipient-value

Offerer Reputation Hypothesis: Recipients will see offerers as
more cooperative after MESOs than a single package-offer.

We propose that MESOs will also produce greater joint outcomes
than a single package-offer. Unlike offerer outcomes, which we predicted to be mediated by agreement sincerity, we predicted that MESOs
will increase joint outcome because they produce higher initial recipient-value. Previously, scholars have argued (Bazerman, 1990; Pruitt
& Lewis, 1975) that MESOs can increase joint outcome because they
allow offerers to gain insight into optimal tradeoffs. Such tradeoffs
occur between tradable issues (i.e., low in importance to one party but
higher to the other) and are a common method to create value (e.g.,
Erikson, Holmes, Frey, Walker, & Thibaut, 1974; Kelley, 1966; Mannix,
Thompson, & Bazerman, 1989; Weingart, Bennett, & Brett, 1993). As
indirect support for this reasoning, Kimmel, Pruitt, Magenau, KonarGoldband, and Carnevale (1980) found that negotiators who, during a
negotiation, spontaneously asked counterparts which of two offers they
preferred more gained more insight into their counterpart’s priorities
and more joint outcome.
We offer a different perspective on why offer choice will increase
joint outcomes. As noted earlier, MESOs probabilistically increase the
first offer’s value to the recipient, and thus, the total joint value of the
first offer given that the offerer’s value is held constant. Greater initial
value to the recipient will likely produce more integrative agreements,
even if there are no insights gained into tradeoffs. That is, the higher
joint starting point will be carried through counteroffers by recipients
even if focused on their own self-interest. Thus, we predicted that
MESOs will yield greater joint outcomes because of greater initial recipient-value:

Second, cooperative perceptions may be mutually reinforcing,
where recipients are seen as cooperative by the offerer too. A guiding
principle of human cooperation is reciprocity (Gouldner, 1960; Trivers,
1971), where negotiators exchange value for mutual benefit (e.g., De
Dreu, Weingart, & Kwon, 2000; Weingart, Brett, Olekalns, & Smith,
2007; Weingart, Prietula, Hyder, & Genovese, 1999). If MESO offerers
are seen as cooperative, recipients may cooperate too, creating a climate where both negotiators view the other as cooperative.
Cooperative Climate Hypothesis: Both parties will see the other as
more cooperative negotiators after MESOs than a single packageoffer.
Although these relational predictions are presumed to be an outgrowth of agreement sincerity, they also create an alternative explanation for our offerer-outcome hypothesis, namely that offerers gain
better outcomes because recipients are motivated to reciprocate the
kindness of receiving choice. We suspect that this pathway is unlikely
because reciprocity in negotiation typically manifests as in-kind behaviors (a concession for a concession, a kind gesture for a kind gesture;
e.g., Weingart et al., 1999), and choice signals a kind gesture rather
than an economic concession.1 That noted, to more definitively explore
this explanation, we tested in some studies whether reciprocal
1

Although recipients economically gain more from the first offers in MESOs,
such gains are presumed to result from recipients identifying their best value
from among the offers, rather than recipients perceiving a deliberate concession
by the offerer, an important requirement in provoking economic reciprocity
(Falk & Fischbacher, 2006).

Joint Outcome Hypothesis: Joint outcomes will be higher after
MESOs than a single package-offer. Initial recipient-value and the
66
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Table 1
Manipulations of first-offer type across experiments.
Experiment

1
2
3
4: Extreme
4: Moderate
5
6

Generation method

Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Self

Offers in
MESOs

Offerer value
(overall)

Cell sizes (n)

Rescaled position extremity (0–100)

Single packageoffer

MESOs

Importantdistributive

Tradable: high
priority

Tradable: low
priority

3
2
2
2
2
2
3

1000 (91%)
950 (86%)
950 (86%)
950 (86%)
650 (59%)
1000 (91%)
> $1200 (70%)

20
196
103
61
54
46
18

17
205
107
54
71
51
20

94.30a
90.16a
89.58a
90.56a
66.35a
89.93a
99.88a

90.80b
87.08b
87.00b
86.87a
52.85b
88.43a
57.04b

84.45c
75.44c
77.07c
74.86b
53.42c
76.10b
32.60c

Note. Generation method reflects whether by software (random) or offerer (self). Overall extremity (offerer value in thousands) was held constant across offer type
conditions; percentage reflects the proportion of maximum value offerer could gain. Rescaled positions for the three primary negotiable issues, with higher numbers
reflecting more extreme positions (favoring offerer). Positions did not significantly differ by offer type in any study but Experiment 2 (see method); different
superscripts within row identify significant differences, reflecting which positions are more extreme than others. Cell sizes reflect individuals in some studies (Exps.
2–4) and negotiating dyads in others (Exps. 1, 5–6).

intentions, offerer reputation or negotiation climate could explain offer
type on offerer outcomes better than agreement sincerity.

allowed first offers to naturally differ in initial recipient-value, enabling
us to test whether it could explain effects on offerer or joint outcomes.

5. Overview

6.1. Method

Six experiments tested the effects of first-offer type – a single
package-offer versus MESOs – on individual, joint, and relational outcomes. The first experiment tested our offerer and joint outcome hypotheses. Experiments 2–4 tested our agreement sincerity and anchorstrength hypotheses; Experiment 4 also tested the first-offer extremity
moderator hypothesis. Experiment 5 tested the role of counteroffers in
affecting the individual and joint outcomes, and our offerer reputation
hypothesis. Experiment 6 provided external validity by using self-generated MESOs in a new negotiation paradigm, and tested the offerer
outcome, joint outcome, and cooperative climate hypotheses; this experiment again tested offer extremity as a moderator. All studies measured initial recipient-value, which we used to test whether it explained
agreement sincerity, offerer outcomes and joint outcomes; we predicted
it would only mediate joint outcomes.
Across our experiments, we varied offer manipulations (Table 1),
participant populations, and communication mode (in-person, online)
to demonstrate robustness across these variables. We also tested for
other alternative explanations along the way. In sum, the tests provide a
rigorous analysis of MESOs on economic and relational outcomes, with
implications for the psychology of choice, anchoring, and negotiations.

6.1.1. Participants and design
Seventy-six University of Toronto students (Mdnage = 21, 43 men,
32 women, 1 no response) were assigned to thirty-eight dyads to
complete the negotiation for CA$10 and a CA$5 incentive. The dyads
were randomly assigned to the single package condition or the MESOs
condition. At the time this study was conducted, our objective was to
conduct 20 negotiations per condition in our two-cell design (singlepackage offer, MESOs). A total of 38 negotiations were conducted, with
one impasse (final N = 37; cell sizes in Table 1).
6.1.2. The negotiation and procedure
Participants negotiated over three issues: salary, signing bonus, and
goal bonus. Salary was purely distributive and the most important issue
to both parties. Signing bonus and goal bonus also had opposing preferences (i.e., the player wanted higher bonuses and the owner smaller
bonuses) but with integrative (i.e., tradable) potential; signing bonus
was more important to the player (offerer) and goal bonus was more
important to the owner (recipient). Each party received an outcome
schedule (see Supplemental Materials, Table S-1) that explained the
value their role placed on the positions on each issue. We randomly
generated one or three equivalent offers for soccer players to present to
their counterparts as the first offer(s) and participants in the player’s
role wrote down the offer(s) on a sheet and began the negotiation by
handing it to the owners. After the negotiation, as a manipulation
check, we collected and examined the offer sheets used in the negotiations and confirmed that all recipients were presented the correct
number of first offers (we conducted this manipulation check in all
studies and additional procedures in some studies to ensure manipulation effectiveness). We then debriefed and paid participants.

6. Experiment 1: Randomly-generated offers and negotiation
outcomes
Our first experiment tested whether first offers as MESOs would
produce agreements with greater offerer and joint outcomes than a
single package-offer. Participants were assigned into dyads to complete
a three-issue job contract negotiation between a soccer player named
“Pepe” and a club owner. The issues included an important-distributive
issue and two tradable issues, one issue more important to one party
and the other issue more to their counterpart.
In this experiment, soccer players made the first offer, and were
randomly assigned to present one or three first-offers. We randomly
generated these offers to be equal in overall value. Randomly generating offers provided three benefits. First, it allowed us to test whether presenting a choice per se – rather than the specific form the different offers took – affected offerer and joint outcomes. Second,
although offers will have different positions from one offer to the next,
on average, positions will be the same between offer type conditions; as
a result, position extremity is held constant across conditions (we
conducted internal analyses to confirm this). Third, this procedure

6.1.3. Offer manipulation
We randomly generated one or three equivalent offers using a
Microsoft Excel macro. Details on the offers, for this study and all
others, are presented in Table 1. As reported there, generated offers
were extreme and worth a great deal to the offerer (91% of maximum
outcome offerers could gain).
In this study and in all future studies, we tested whether MESOs and
single package-offers were equivalent in their value to the offerer (i.e.,
equally extreme) on each of the issues. Across studies, first-offer type
did not predict differences on position extremity on any issue,
Fs < 1.17, ps > .28, except in Experiment 2, which we discuss in more
67
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Fig. 1. Overall and issue-level offerer outcomes by offer type: Experiments 1–5. Note. * p ≤ .05, † p ≤ .10, ns p > .10. Figure represents offerer outcomes (in
thousands) from the first five experiments. The bars represent overall outcomes (numbers floating above bars), and the blue, orange, and gray segments represent
outcomes for different kinds of negotiable issues, derived from agreements (Exp. 1, 5) or the recipient’s counteroffer (Exps. 2–4). Inferential outcomes for overall
reported at top of figure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

detail in that study. Any effects resulting from offer type cannot be due
to differences in position extremity.
We also conducted analyses between issues in the randomly-generated first offer. Given that most value for the offerer is derived from the
most important-distributive issue (salary), we expected its position to be
more extreme than positions on the other issues. To test this prediction,
we rescaled issue positions to be comparable2 (0 = most favorable to recipient to 100 = most favorable to offerer); in MESOs, we averaged together each issue’s position across the three offers. The important-distributive issue was extreme, and in this study, more extreme than both
tradable issues (see Table 1), ps < .01. In fact, in every study, the important-distributive issue was the most extreme or as extreme as the
offerer’s important tradable issue. This evidence supports the notion that
the important-distributive issue was likely to be competitive and contentious given that it is also highly important to the recipient.

6.2. Results
All recipients correctly received the number of first offers. In Fig. 1,
the left two bars summarize mean offerer outcomes and colored segments within represent those on individual issues by offer type.
6.2.1. Initial recipient-value
Consistent with predictions, recipients received higher value from
MESOs (M = 150.70, SD = 30.34) than a single package-offer
(M = 106.10, SD = 43.59), t(35) = −3.55, p = .001, res3 = 0.51. A
simliar outcome was found when ncluding the negotiation that impassed.
6.2.2. Offerer outcome
As indicated in Fig. 1, compared to a single package-offer, offerers
gained greater value from MESOs overall, t(35) = −2.40, p = .022,
res = 0.38, on the important-distributive issue, t(35) = −2.31,
p = .027, res = 0.36, and on the offerer’s important tradable-issue, t
(29.06) = −2.16, p = .039, res = 0.33, but not on the less important
one, t < 1, p = .413. We conducted a similar analysis but with initial
recipient-value as a covariate. Offer type remained significant for
overall value and the important tradable issue, Fs > 5.20, ps < .03,
rses > 0.35, and marginally significant on the important-distributive
issue, F(1, 34) = 2.85, p = .10, res = 0.28, but in all cases, initial recipient-value was not significant, Fs < 1.02, ps > .31, and uncorrelated with these measures (rs < |0.23|, ps > .13). In all future
studies, initial recipient-value never significantly predicted offerer
outcomes overall and on the important-distributive issue.

6.1.4. Measuring offer value and outcomes
As described in the outcome schedules, each party could claim
0–1,100,000 points, and higher points reflected better outcomes. We
used the owner’s outcome schedule to calculate initial recipient-value,
using the offer received in the single offer condition, and highest value
among the three offers in MESOs. We used the player’s outcome schedule to calculate the agreement’s offerer outcome, overall and for each
issue, and the owner’s schedule to calculate the overall recipient outcome. Finally, the agreement’s joint outcome was the summed value both
negotiators gained (and could range from 900,000 to 1,300,000). For
Exps. 1–5, we operationalized these measures of offer value and negotiated outcome in this way. Results on these measures throughout the
first five studies are reported in the thousands.

6.2.3. Joint outcome
As reported in Table 2 (left side), MESOs led to higher joint outcomes than a single package-offer, t(35) = −2.44, p = .020, res = 0.38.

2

To rescale positions, we set the lowest possible position to 0 and counted up
in one unit increments to the highest possible position (which, in thousands,
was 500, 200, and 20 for salary, signing bonus and goal bonus). We then divided each by the highest possible position (converting them to range from 0 to
1) and multiplied by 100.

3
The symbol res refers to the r-family of effect size estimates (Rosnow &
Rosenthal, 2003; Rosenthal & Rubin, 2003), which puts estimates on a standard
scale, allowing for greater comparability across analyses and studies.
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Table 2
Joint outcomes and mediation by initial recipient-value across experiments.
Exp.

Dependent Measure

Offer Type
Single

1

Agreement

2

Counteroffer

3

Counteroffer

4

Counteroffer

6

Agreement

1080.53
(53.69)
1088.18
(64.06)
1075.69
(80.41)
1075.54
(70.41)
$9852.49
($743.06)

Mediation Analysis
MESOs

Path a coefficient
*

1119.71
(42.15)
1095.27ns
(65.70)
1071.38ns
(88.66)
1092.55†
(78.72)
$10269.37ns
($823.43)

*

41.92
(16.63, 67.21)
42.84*
(32.51, 53.18)
27.37*
(12.43, 42.30)
66.77*
(26.48, 107.27)
0.25†
(−0.038, 0.549)

Path b coefficient
*

0.47
(0.056, 0.885)
0.38*
(0.27, 0.48)
0.28*
(0.08, 0.49)
0.13*
(0.073, 0.189)
564.28ns
(−123.92, 1252.49)

Path c′ coefficient
ns

9.09
(−8.88, 27.07)
−10.48ns
(−23.48, 2.53)
−12.08ns
(−35.49, 11.34)
8.24ns
(−10.50, 26.99)
293.71ns
(−294.51, 881.95)

Indirect effect test
10.50*
(0.59, 28.09)
17.57*
(11.08, 24.85)
7.77*
(2.31, 16.22)
8.77*
(3.49, 16.69)
144.10ns
(−42.25, 407.11)

Note. The data reported under “Offer Type” are means (standard deviation in parentheses) of the dependent measure by offer type. Under “Mediation Analysis”, data
reported are coefficients for mediation analysis (95% confidence intervals in parentheses). Path a refers to offer type predicting initial recipient-value, path b refers to
initial recipient-value predicting the dependent measure, and path c’ refers to offer type predicting the dependent measure when controlling for initial recipient-value.
Indirect effect test is produced from PROCESS Model 4. Experiment 5 involves counteroffer and agreement scores; it is reported in the text and Fig. 4 (lower panel).
* p < .05.
†
p < .10.
ns
p > .10.

We then tested initial recipient-value as the mediator using PROCESS 3
for SPSS (Model 4; Hayes, 2017; all reported PROCESS analyses used
5000 re-sampling iterations). A summary of this mediation analysis,
and for those in Exp. 2, 3, 4 and 6 are reported on the right side of
Table 2 (confidence intervals that do not include zero are significant;
such intervals are 95% unless reported otherwise). Consistent with
predictions, each leg of the indirect path through initial recipient-value
was significant (a and b paths), but offer type was no longer significant
(path c′). The indirect effect test was also significant and supported
mediation (Table 2).

7. Experiment 2: Counteroffers and mediation through agreement
sincerity
Our second experiment tested the agreement sincerity and anchorstrength hypotheses by measuring agreement sincerity and the counteroffers recipients generated. We predicted that counteroffers would
present positions closer to the first offer (i.e., more valuable to the offerer) after MESOs than a single package-offer, and that the greater
agreement sincerity generated by MESOs would mediate this effect.
This study also partially tested the joint outcome hypothesis, by testing
whether offer type could indirectly affect the joint value of the counteroffer, mediated through initial recipient-value.
Although the counteroffer is a common operationalization of anchoring in negotiations (e.g., Galinsky & Mussweiler, 2001), it could
reflect other processes related to receiving a choice among offers, such as
the recipient’s motivation to reciprocate the cooperative gesture of the
offerer. To address this alternative explanation, we first directly assessed
recipients’ motivation to reciprocate after receiving the first offer(s). If
reciprocal motivation explains the offer type effect, we should find that
this measure would mediate the effect of offer type on counteroffer.
Second, we added a more direct measure of anchoring, one where
recipients would be likely to use the first offer as an anchor, but that is
unlikely to be explained by the motivation reciprocate: recipient’s estimates of the offerer’s reservation price. The reservation price is the
point that reflects the least amount of value the negotiator would be
willing to accept (Raiffa, 1982). Knowledge of the offerer’s reservation
point helps recipients craft a counteroffer that gives them the most
value relative to their counterpart – the lower the estimate of an offer’s
reservation price, the lower recipients would make the counteroffer.
However, we reasoned that recipients would have little information
available to inform them of the offerer’s reservation price, and thus
would be likely to use the first offer as an anchor to make their estimates (this measure has been used previously in anchoring; Kristensen
& Gärling, 1997, 2000). In contrast, estimates of reservation prices do
not follow from a motivation to reciprocate, which would motivate
concessions to reciprocate a kind gesture.
In sum, to support the anchor-strength hypothesis, we predicted that
(1) recipients will estimate that the offerer has a higher reservation
price after receiving MESOs than a single package-offer, (2) this reservation price effect would explain the effect of MESOs on counteroffer
and (3) this reservation price effect would be mediated by agreement
sincerity. Altogether, this produces the predicted sequential mediation
model: offer
type → agreement
sincerity → estimated
offerer

6.2.4. Recipient outcome
Descriptive statistics for overall recipient value are reported in
Table 3 for all studies. Recipients agreed to a worse deal after MESOs
than a single package-offer, but this difference was marginally significant, t(35) = 1.79, p = .08, res = 0.29.
6.3. Discussion
Our first experiment yielded two main findings. Consistent with the
offerer outcome hypothesis, presenting MESOs led offerers to secure
greater value overall and on the important-distributive issue; MESOs
also yielded greater offerer value on the important tradable issue, an
effect that we continued to test in the upcoming studies. Second and
consistent with the joint outcome hypothesis, MESOs led to greater
joint outcome than a single offer by producing greater initial recipientvalue. Initial recipient-value did not, however, explain the greater offerer outcome produced by MESOs.
Table 3
Mean overall recipient value (standard deviation) by offer type across experiments.
Exp.
1
2
3*
4: Moderate
4: Extreme
5
6

Dependent Measure
†

Agreement
Counteroffer*
Counteroffer*
Counterofferns
Counteroffer*
Agreementns
Agreementns

Single

MESOs

299.84 (193.33)
463.79 (241.61)
591.29 (221.58)
609.62 (191.15)
444.75 (292.79)
388.87 (164.61)
−0.07 (0.702)

194.63 (183.81)
400.20 (218.56)
506.52 (184.36)
633.39 (246.93)
352.79 (159.93)
358.16 (191.26)
−0.37 (1.12)

* p < .05.
†
p < .10.
ns
p > .10.
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Table 4
Descriptive statistics and correlations among all measures: Experiment 2.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Agreement sincerity
Reciprocal intention
Offerer reservation price
Initial recipient-value

Counteroffer value
5. Offerer overall
6. Important-distributive issue
7. Tradable issue: higher priority
8. Tradable issue: lower priority
9. Joint value

M

SD

1

2

3

4.86
4.77
722.08
190.69

1.32
1.19
225.94
56.76

0.42**
0.25**
−0.02

0.17*
−0.004

−0.03

660.52
291.87
240.30
128.35
1091.80

242.20
153.30
120.42
53.48
64.92

0.23**
0.23**
0.14**
0.08
0.06

0.22**
0.21**
0.15**
0.06
0.09

0.69**
0.57**
0.51**
0.36**
0.18*

4

5

6

7

8

−0.008
0.08
0.04
−0.35**
0.33**

0.81**
0.76**
0.50**
0.29**

0.29**
0.17**
0.13*

0.35**
0.64**

−0.50**

Note. N = 401. All scores calculated from payment schedules (3–9) are presented in the thousands.
** p < .01.
* p < .05.

reservation price → counteroffer.

7.1.4. Agreement sincerity
Using a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree),
participants responded to five items: the offer(s) “accommodate[s] my
interests”, and was (were) “a sincere attempt at agreement, “a legitimate attempt at agreement”, “a credible attempt at agreement” and “a
genuine attempt at agreement.” Responses had high internal consistency (ɑ = 0.93) and were averaged into a single score. Higher values
indexed greater agreement sincerity.

7.1. Method
7.1.1. Participants and procedure
At the time we conducted this study, we had estimated that the
average effect size for predicted effects was moderate (res = 0.30), but
wondered whether this was an overestimate. We aimed to recruit 200
people, 100 per cell of the offer type design, to ensure high power for
even a smaller effect (res = 0.20; power = 0.85). Because of a recruiting
error, recruiting yield a total sample size of 401 American working
adults (Mdnage = 30, 41.9% female), who were recruited through
Mechanical Turk to complete the study for $2 USD.
After giving consent, the participants took the role of the club owner
in the soccer negotiation (Exp. 1) and were randomly assigned to receive a single package-offer or MESOs from the soccer player (i.e.,
“Pepe”). The participants then reported agreement sincerity, reciprocal
motivation, estimated offerer reservation price and crafted a counteroffer.

7.1.5. Reciprocal motivation
Using the same 7-point scale, participants responded to seven items,
some inspired by established scales (Perugini, Gallucci, Presaghi, &
Ercolani, 2003) and others including keywords such as “reciprocate”,
“give back”, “return”, and “match” to reflect participants’ motivation to
reciprocate the offerer’s positive behaviors. Items include “I want to
reciprocate Pepe's gestures”, “I want to give back to Pepe”, “I want to
return the favor to Pepe”, “I want to match Pepe’s intentions”, “I am not
interested in reciprocating Pepe’s behaviors (reverse coded)”, “I have
no interest in giving back to Pepe (reverse coded)” and “I don’t plan to
return the favor to Pepe (reverse coded)”. Item responses exhibited
internal consistency (ɑ = 0.91) and were averaged to create a single
score. Higher values indexed greater reciprocal motivation.
An exploratory factor analysis of the 12 items confirmed that
agreement sincerity and reciprocal motivation were different factors
(see Supplementary Materials).

7.1.2. Offer manipulation
Using a similar procedure as Experiment 1, we generated a new pool
of 100 package offers worth a great deal to the offerer (86% of total
possible value; additional details in Table 1). For this study, we reduced
the offer number in MESOs to two (compared to three in Experiment 1)
to provide a more conservative test of the theory (we expected MESOs
effects to occur regardless of whether two or three offers). Of interest,
this is the only study in which the offer type manipulation produced
significant differences on position extremity, on salary, F
(1, 399) = 4.60, p = .033, res = 0.10, and on goal bonus, F
(1, 399) = 5.50, p = .02, res = 0.12. MESOs led to a higher salary
(M = 90.95) than a single offer (M = 89.33), but a lower position on
goal bonus (M = 73.34) than a single offer (M = 77.63). However,
neither position score, when treated as covariates, significantly predicted or reduced to nonsignificance the effects of offer type on offerer
outcomes overall and on the important-distributive issue (salary;
Fs < 1, ps > .33), supporting the notion that differences in position
extremity could not account for effects presumed to result from anchoring. Of note too, this study is our highest powered study (N = 401),
and these discovered differences are notably small ress < 0.13; also,
they were not predicted given the procedures used to generate the offers, nor do we find such effects in other studies. Interpretation of these
differences should be taken cautiously.

7.1.6. Estimated offerer reservation price
Participants estimated “the most basic contract that will keep Pepe
interested and NOT walk away from this negotiation” based on the
information they have received. Specifically, they reported estimated
positions for salary, signing bonus, and goal bonus respectively within
the given ranges, which were then used to calculate an estimated offerer reservation price score (in thousands) using the offerer’s payoff
schedule.
7.1.7. Counteroffer
We used the player’s payoff schedule to calculate the counteroffer’s
offerer value, overall and for each issue, and the owner’s schedule to
calculate recipient value. We used both parties’ payoff schedules to
calculate counteroffer joint value.
7.2. Results
Manipulation check analysis confirmed that participants were presented the correct number of first offers. Table 4 contains descriptive
statistics and correlations of all measures. Agreement sincerity was
unrelated to initial recipient-value and moderately related to reciprocal
motivation, suggesting that they represent different constructs.

7.1.3. Initial recipient-value
This measure was the same as Experiment 1.
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7.2.1. Agreement sincerity
Recipients perceived greater agreement sincerity from MESOs
(M = 5.04, SD = 1.21) than a single package-offer (M = 4.68,
SD = 1.42), t(383) = 2.74, p = .006, res = 0.14.

7.2.7. Counteroffer: Joint value
Joint value in the counteroffers was similarly high in MESOs as in
the single package-offer condition (Table 2), F(1, 399) = 1.20, p = .28.
Despite no direct effect, we found the predicted indirect effect through
initial recipient-value (Table 2), replicating the mediation effect reported in Experiment 1.

7.2.2. Initial recipient-value
Initial recipient-value was higher from MESOs (M = 211.63,
SD = 51.03) than a single package-offer (M = 168.79, SD = 54.25), t
(399) = 8.15, p < .001, res = 0.38.

7.2.8. Counteroffer: Recipient value
As noted in Table 3, recipients made counteroffers that were worse
for themselves after MESOs than a single package-offer, and this difference was significant, F(1, 399) = 7.65, p = .006, res = 0.14.

7.2.3. Reciprocity motivation
Recipients reported similar reciprocal intentions after receiving
MESOs (M = 4.81, SD = 1.17) or a single package-offer (M = 4.71,
SD = 1.22), F(1, 399) = 0.67, p = .41.

7.3. Discussion
Experiment 2 provided support for the agreement sincerity and
anchor-strength hypotheses, and partial support for the joint outcome
hypothesis (i.e., mediation through initial recipient-value). We found
that agreement sincerity, and in turn, estimates of the offerer’s reservation price, mediated the effects of MESOs on counteroffer value for
offerer. We also ruled out reciprocity as an alternative explanation. To
replicate this experiment and add confidence to the results, we conducted Experiment 3 where we used a slightly different operationalization of anchoring: recipient’s estimated offer aspiration price,
the ideal outcome that the offerer aspires to achieve in a negotiation
(Galinsky et al., 2002).
Although we did reveal the predicted indirect effect for the joint
outcome hypothesis, we did not replicate the direct effect of offer type
on joint value in Experiment 1. Overall, the inconsistent evidence for a
direct effect but the consistent evidence for an indirect effect supports
the notion that the joint outcome effect may be suppressed by and
mutually suppressing an anchoring effect. How exactly does this suppression manifest? According to the joint outcome hypothesis, MESOs
will lead to a more attractive position for the recipient on their higher
priority tradable issue with little cost to the offerer (because this issue is
low priority to the offerer). Thus, joint outcome on this issue should be
higher after MESOs. However, anchoring can potentially affect the recipients’ positions on all issues in their counteroffer including the recipient’s high priority issue (i.e., the offerer’s low priority issue); this
would enable the offerer to gain incrementally more value on this issue
but at a high cost to the recipient. This anchoring effect could then lead

7.2.4. Estimated offerer reservation price
Recipients reported higher estimates of offerer reservation price
after receiving MESOs (M = 752.77, SD = 208.91) than a single
package-offer (M = 689.99, SD = 238.81), F(1, 399) = 7.87, p = .005,
res = 0.14.
7.2.5. Counteroffer: Offerer value
Overall value and values on specific negotiable issues are in Fig. 1
(third and fourth bars from left). Controlling for initial recipient-value,
analyses found that offerers received greater value in counteroffers
after MESOs compared to a single package-offer for overall value, F
(1, 398) = 10.60, p = .001, res = 0.16, the important-distributive issue,
F(1, 398) = 4.65, p = .032, res = 0.11, and on both tradable issues,
Fs > 3.88, ps < .05, res > 0.10.
7.2.6. Mediation by agreement sincerity and reservation price
We tested the anchor-strength hypothesis using PROCESS (Model 6)
with counteroffer offerer value as the outcome, offer type as the predictor, agreement sincerity and estimated offerer reservation price as
sequential mediators and initial recipient-value as a covariate. Results
support a significant indirect effect through the sequential mediators
(b = 12.63, SE = 4.70, CI95% = 4.57, 22.65). Fig. 2 (top panel) illustrates the sequential mediation process. Adding reciprocal motivation
as an covariate did not change the results.

Fig. 2. Offer type on counteroffer value to offerer as
mediated through agreement sincerity and anchor
measure: Experiments 2 (top) and 3 (bottom). Note.
***
p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05, ns p > . 05.
We operationalized the anchor measure as estimates
of offerer’s reservation price (Exp. 2, top panel) or
aspiration price (Exp. 3, bottom panel).
Unstandardized coefficients reported. Analysis was
conducted using PROCESS Model 6 (Hayes, 2017),
controlling for initial recipient-value.
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to lower joint outcome after MESOs than a single package-offer, producing a circumstance where anchoring and initial recipient-value simultaneously suppress each other.
Further data analyses support this explanation: we analyzed in
Experiment 2 the joint value of this issue in the recipients’ counteroffer.
An analysis of variance with offer type as a predictor revealed no effect,
F(1, 399) = 1.147, p = .285. However, when conducting the same
analysis with initial recipient-value as a simultaneous predictor, initial
recipient-value was related to greater joint outcomes on this issue
(b = 0.40, p < .001, res = 0.40), and offer type was now significant, F
(1, 398) = 19.29, p < .001, res = 0.21. Consistent with an anchoring
effect, MESOs now yielded worse joint value (in thousands,
M = 260.30, SE = 3.56) than a single offer did (M = 283.53,
SE = 3.65). These analyses were also conducted in other studies and
support the notion that anchoring and joint outcome effects may be
mutually suppressing each other (analyses are summarized and reported in the supplementary materials; see Table S-5). More generally,
these data demonstrate that the important criterion for establishing
evidence for the joint outcome effect is not in the direct effect but in the
indirect effect mediated through initial recipient-value (Table 2).

8.2.1. Agreement sincerity
Agreement sincerity was higher after MESOs (M = 4.92, SD = 1.17)
than after a single package-offer (M = 4.46, SD = 1.15), t(208) = 2.83,
p = .005, res = 0.19.

8. Experiment 3: Further evidence of anchoring

8.2.5. Counteroffer: Offerer value
Overall offerer value and values on specific negotiable issues are
presented in Fig. 1 (fifth and sixth bars from left). Analyses controlling
for initial recipient-value found that offerers received greater value in
counteroffers after MESOs compared to a single package-offer for
overall value, F(1, 207) = 8.20, p = .005, res = 0.19, the importantdistributive issue, F(1, 207) = 5.16, p = .024, res = 0.15, and on the
lower priority tradable issue, F(1, 207) = 6.18, p = .014, res = 0.17.

8.2.2. Initial recipient-value
Initial recipient-value was higher with MESOs (M = 199.55,
SD = 52.88) than a single package-offer (M = 172.18, SD = 56.88), t
(208) = 3.61, p < .001, res = 0.24.
8.2.3. Reciprocity motivation
As in Experiment 2, recipients reported similar reciprocal intentions
after receiving MESOs (M = 4.91, SD = 0.96) or a single package-offer
(M = 4.87, SD = 0.96), F(1, 208) = 0.089, p = .76.
8.2.4. Estimated offerer aspiration price
Recipients reported marginally higher estimates of offerer aspiration price after receiving MESOs (M = 670.94, SD = 224.04) than a
single package-offer (M = 615.92, SD = 228.29), F(1, 208) = 3.11,
p = .079, res = 0.12.

Experiment 3 used almost identical materials except that recipients
estimated offerer’s aspiration price instead of reservation price. Aspiration
price reflects what the negotiator wishes to claim from the negotiation
(Kimmel et al., 1980; see also White & Neale, 1994); if reservation price
represents the negotiator’s minimum, this goal reflects the negotiator’s
maximum possible outcome they sought. We changed the goal for this
experiment because we expected the anchoring effect would be robust to
the type of goal recipients estimated, and adding evidence from an aspirational goal would strengthen confidence in the effect’s replicability.
Similar to reservation price, with no other information available, we
predicted recipients would estimate the offerer’s aspiration price by using
the first offer positions as anchors. Moreover, this estimate is likely to be
used by the recipient to determine their counteroffer, because the recipient would want the counteroffer to be somewhat attractive to the
offerer for the negotiation to proceed smoothly. We thus predicted a similar sequential mediation model as Experiment 2 (i.e., offer type →
agreement sincerity → estimated offerer aspiration price → counteroffer).
In addition, this study also aimed to replicate offer type’s indirect effect
on counteroffer’s joint value through initial recipient-value.

8.2.6. Mediation by agreement sincerity and aspiration price
Results suggest a significant indirect effect through the sequential
mediators (b = 11.56, SE = 5.64, CI95% = 2.45, 24.48). Consistent with
Experiment 2, adding reciprocal motivation as an additional covariate
didn’t change the results. Fig. 2 (bottom panel) illustrates the sequential
mediation processes.
8.2.7. Counteroffer: Joint value
Joint value in the counteroffers was similarly high in MESOs as in
the single package-offer condition (Table 2), F(1, 208) < 1, p = .713.
Despite no direct effect, we found the predicted indirect effect through
initial recipient-value (Table 2).

8.1. Method

8.2.8. Counteroffer: Recipient value
As noted in Table 3, recipients created counteroffers that were
worse for themselves after MESOs than a single package-offer, and this
difference was significant, F(1, 208) = 9.11, p = .003, res = 0.20.

8.1.1. Participants
At the time we conducted this study, we aimed to recruit 200
people. We recruited 210 working adults (Mdnage = 40, 65% female)
from the United Kingdom through Prolific (Peer, Brandimarte, Samat, &
Acquisti, 2017).

8.3. Discussion
Experiment 3 replicated Experiment 2′s effects and provided additional support for the anchor-strength hypothesis using a different operationalization of anchoring (i.e., estimates of the offerer’s aspiration
price). It also replicated the finding that reciprocal motivation did not
explain the offer type effect on offerer outcomes. Together Experiments
2 and 3 provided consistent and strong support for the agreement sincerity and anchor-strength hypotheses. Finally, this study again replicated the significant indirect effect of initial-recipient value for the
effect of MESOs on counteroffer joint value.

8.1.2. Procedure
All but one aspect of this study followed the design of Experiment 2.
The only difference was the estimation of offerer aspiration price.
8.1.3. Estimated offerer aspiration price
Participants estimated “the highest yet reasonable contract that
Pepe hopes to receive after the negotiation” by reporting estimated
positions for the three issues within the given ranges, which were then
converted to an aspiration price score (in thousands) using the offerer’s
payoff schedule.

9. Experiment 4: Offer extremity as a moderator
Experiment 4 further explored the anchoring explanation by testing
the first-offer extremity moderator hypothesis. We predicted that
MESOs would have a greater tendency to anchor counteroffers when
offers were extreme rather than moderate because extreme offers would

8.2. Results
Participants were presented the correct number of first offers.
Table 5 contains descriptive statistics and correlations of all measures.
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Table 5
Descriptive statistics and correlations among all measures: Experiment 3.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Agreement sincerity
Reciprocal intention
Offerer aspiration price
Initial recipient-value

Counteroffer value
5. Offerer overall
6. Important-distributive issue
7. Tradable issue: higher priority
8. Tradable issue: lower priority
9. Joint value

M

SD

1

2

3

4.70
4.89
643.95
186.12

1.18
0.96
227.27
56.44

0.54**
0.31**
0.09

0.15*
0.10

−0.01

525.40
227.41
180.99
117.00
1073.49

209.32
143.49
127.62
61.03
84.54

0.37**
0.24**
0.27**
0.14
0.11

0.24**
0.28**
0.07
0.00
0.05

0.59**
0.38**
0.42**
0.26**
0.13

4

5

6

7

8

0.01
0.11
0.01
−0.23**
0.17*

0.72**
0.66**
0.37**
0.22**

0.03
0.04
−0.01

0.08
0.70**

−0.66**

Note. N = 210. All scores calculated from payment schedules (3–9) are presented in the thousands.
** p < .01.
* p < .05.

be more likely to be seen as competitively biased and would benefit
from the agreement sincerity produced by MESOs. This reasoning led to
three predictions. First, we expected offer extremity to moderate offer
type’s effects on the counteroffer value, both for overall offerer value
and on the important-distributive issue. Second, although we expected
that MESOs would increase agreement sincerity regardless of offer extremity (because such sincerity is independently derived from choice),
we also expected extreme offers to be seen as less sincere than moderate
offers (given that they will be seen as more disadvantageous to the
recipient). On agreement sincerity, then, we predicted two main effects.
Finally, we expected offer extremity to moderate the relationship between agreement sincerity and offerer value. That is, we predicted that
agreement sincerity would positively relate to counteroffer value more
with extreme than moderate offers, supporting the idea that offer
choice strengthens anchoring with offers already seen as competitively
biased.
To test these predictions, we manipulated both offer type (single,
MESOs) and offer extremity (moderate, extreme). We expected two
main effects on agreement sincerity, an interaction on counteroffer
value to the offerer, and mediation by agreement sincerity on counteroffer value with extreme, but not moderate, offers. This overall set of
predictions indicates moderated mediation, where offer extremity
moderates the effects of offer type on counteroffer value and moderates
the mediated effect of agreement sincerity on counteroffer value (what
PROCESS describes as Model 15; see Fig. 3).

Mdnage = 34, 52% female) completed the study for US $5 through
Mechanical Turk. Participants were randomly assigned to a condition
within an Offer Type (single, MESOs) × Offer Extremity (moderate, extreme) between-participants design. Consistent with Experiments 2 and
3, participants played the team owner to receive offer(s) based on the
condition they are in; they then reported agreement sincerity and produced a counteroffer (a single package of all three issues).

9.1. Method

Manipulation check confirmed that all participants were presented
the correct number of first offers. As an additional manipulation check,
all recipients correctly reported the number of first offers received.
Table 6 contains descriptive statistics and correlations among measures.
Agreement sincerity and initial recipient-value were weakly correlated,

9.1.2. Offer manipulations
We used an Excel macro to create a database of extreme package
offers (86% of maximum offerer outcome) and moderate ones (59% of
maximum offerer outcome; Table 1 has more details). Consistent with
Experiments 2 and 3, we manipulated offer type by randomly presenting
to the recipients one or two offers from either database (depending on
the extremity condition). Of note, analyses of position extremity revealed
that extreme offers had more extreme positions than moderate offers on
all issues (Table 1), Fs > 57.00, ps < .001, ress > 0.44, but there was
no effect by offer type or the interaction, Fs < 1, ps > .33.
9.1.3. Measures
As in Experiments 2 and 3, we used the same measures for agreement sincerity (ɑ = 0.95), and counteroffer value to offerer, to recipient, and joint value.
9.2. Results

9.1.1. Participants and design
We sought to collect 200 participants, evenly divided among the four
cells of the experimental design. American working adults (N = 240,

Fig. 3. Agreement sincerity and moderated mediation: Experiment 4. Note. † p < .10, * p < 0.05,
ns
p > .10. Unstandardized coefficients reported
(those predicting counteroffer value reported in
thousands). Analysis was conducted using PROCESS
Model 15 (Hayes, 2017), controlling for initial recipient-value. Mediation by agreement sincerity was
significant for extreme but not moderator offers,
with overall moderated mediation achieving significance with a 90% confidence interval (additional
details in text).
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Table 6
Descriptive statistics and correlations among all measures: Experiment 4.
M

SD

1

1. Agreement sincerity
2. Initial recipient-value

5.65
337.28

1.08
161.48

0.19*

Counteroffer value
3. Offerer overall
4. Important-distributive issue
5. Tradable issue: higher priority
6. Tradable issue: lower priority
7. Joint value

567.44
250.04
201.20
116.20
1084.40

255.13
184.65
113.56
59.54
75.18

0.19*
0.19*
0.10
0.02
0.06

2

3

4

5

6

−0.39*
−0.22*
−0.21*
−0.57*
0.29*

0.86*
0.62*
0.45*
0.11

0.19*
0.20*
−0.02

0.16*
0.62*

−0.66*

Note. N = 240. All counteroffer scores (measures 2–6) are presented in the thousands. Scores for overall and issue-level value (3–6) were calculated in terms of offerer
value.
* p < .05.

suggesting the independence of these two constructs.4

9.2.4. Agreement sincerity and moderated mediation
We submitted overall counteroffer value to the predicted moderated
mediation model (Fig. 3; PROCESS Model 15), with offer type as the
predictor, agreement sincerity as the mediator, offer extremity as the
moderator, and initial recipient-value as a covariate. Agreement sincerity was a significant mediator when offers were extreme (b = 27.69,
SE =13.95, CI95% = 4.81, 59.08) but not when moderate (b = 11.52,
SE = 7.33, CI95% = -.15, 27.74). The index for moderated mediation
was not significant with the 95% confidence interval (Imm = 16.18,
SE = 11.89, CI95% = -1.26, 43.72), but was with the 90% confidence
interval (.283, 38.05), indicating a marginally significant effect. See
Fig. 3 for a summary. The same analysis on counteroffer’s importantdistributive issue revealed similar moderated mediation (Imm = 15.05,
SE = 10.93), significant with the 90% confidence interval (1.15,
35.33).

9.2.1. Agreement sincerity
As in Experiment 2 and 3, scores were higher after MESOs
(M = 5.84, SD = 0.77) than a single-package offer (M = 5.43,
SD = 1.31), F(1, 236) = 7.92, p = .005, res = 0.18. There was also an
extremity main effect; extreme offers yielded less agreement sincerity
(M = 5.44, SD = 1.19) than moderate ones (M = 5.83, SD = 0.94), F
(1, 236) = 6.61, p = .011, res = 0.16. The interaction was not significant, F(1, 236) = 0.32, p = .57.
9.2.2. Initial recipient-value
As in previous experiments, value was higher after MESOs
(M = 369.28, SD = 160.84) than a single package-offer (M = 302.50,
SD = 155.52), F(1, 236) = 17.29, p = .001, res = 0.26. It was also
lower when first offers were extreme (M = 187.79, SD = 51.62) than
moderate (M = 474.81, SD = 89.53), F(1, 236) = 930.67, p < .001,
res = 0.89. The interaction was not significant, F(1, 236) = 1.16,
p = .28.

9.2.5. Counteroffer: Joint value
There was a marginal main effect of offer type, F(1, 236) = 2.84,
p = .09, res = 0.11, and no other effects, Fs < 1, ps > .43. Analyses
revealed a significant indirect effect of offer type on joint value through
initial recipient-value (Table 2).
9.2.6. Counteroffer: Recipient value
Means by offer type and extremity are reported in Table 3. Analysis
revealed an extremity main effect, F(1, 236) = 54.60, p < .001,
res = 0.44, which was moderated by a marginally significant offer
type × offer extremity interaction, F(1, 236) = 3.69, p = .056,
res = 0.12. Consistent with predictions, with moderate offers, the offerer’s overall value did not differ by offer type, F(1, 236) = 0.32,
p = .57, but with extreme offers, recipient value was lower after MESOs
than a single offer, F(1, 236) = 4.50, p = .035, res = 0.14.

9.2.3. Counteroffer: Offerer value
We submitted scores to a two-way ANCOVA with initial recipientvalue as a covariate. Analysis revealed an offer type X offer extremity
interaction, F(1, 235) = 4.09, p = .044, res = 0.14, but initial recipientvalue was not a significant predictor, F(1, 235) = 0.82, p = .37. Mean
overall value by condition is reported in Fig. 1. Consistent with predictions, with moderate offers, the offerer’s overall value did not differ
by offer type, F(1, 235) = 0.004, p = .95, but with extreme offers,
overall value was higher in the MESOs than in the single offer condition, F(1, 235) = 7.44, p = .007, res = 0.17.
Analysis of value on the important-distributive issue also revealed a
significant interaction, F(1, 235) = 4.94, p = .027, res = 0.15 (Fig. 1)
and initial recipient-value was not a significant predictor, F
(1, 235) = 0.64, p = .43. With extreme offers, value on this issue was
higher after MESOs than after a single offer, F(1, 235) = 7.38, p = .007,
res = 0.17, but not with moderate offers, F(1, 235) = 0.13, p = .72.
Analyses of the tradable issues revealed no offer type main effects or
interactions with offer extremity, Fs < 2.12, ps > .14.

9.3. Discussion
This experiment had four noteworthy findings. First, MESOs produced higher offerer value from recipients’ counteroffers, providing
additional support for the anchor-strength. Second, these effects occurred with extreme first offers but not moderate offers, supporting the
offer-extremity moderator hypothesis. Third, moderated mediation
tests showed that agreement sincerity explained the effects of MESOs,
especially when the offers were extreme. Finally, we found evidence,
consistent with Experiments 1, 2, and 3, that offer type has an indirect
effect on the joint value of the counteroffer through initial recipientvalue.

4
Also, note that this is the only study wherein initial recipient-value is negatively correlated with offerer outcomes overall and on important-distributive
and the higher priority tradable issues. This correlation is a by-product of experimentally manipulating offer extremity; offers will be substantially less attractive to the recipient for extreme rather than moderate offers. As a demonstration, we computed these correlations within condition and not one
produced a significant negative correlation. As another demonstration, in studies where we hold offer extremity constant, this negative correlation did not
manifest.

10. Experiment 5: Full mediated model in an online chat
negotiation
Although supportive of the hypotheses, the prior three experiments
only examined the effects of MESOs on recipient counteroffers. We next
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sought to test whether the offerer and joint outcomes from actual negotiated agreements (such as those reported in Experiment 1) are due to
agreement sincerity and initial recipient-value respectively, just as
these measures mediated the effects of MESOs on recipient counteroffers. The following study tested the full causal chain from offer type to
the negotiated agreements. For offerer outcome, we predicted sequential mediation through agreement sincerity and counteroffer (offer
type → agreement sincerity → counteroffer value to offerer → offerer
outcome). For joint outcome, we predicted a sequential mediation
through initial recipient-value and counteroffer (offer type → initial
recipient-value → counteroffer’s joint value → joint outcome).
The existing studies are also open to another potential interpretation, namely that the effects of MESOs are due to shifting referencepoints (Bazerman, Loewenstein, & White, 1992; Hsee & Leclerc, 1998;
Hsee, Loewenstein, Blount, & Bazerman, 1999). Building from choice
and prospect theories (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), this perspective
proposes that changing choice-set size also changes the reference point
for evaluating options from an outside metric (with one option) to using
the options as reference points for each other (with two or more; e.g.,
Bazerman et al., 1992; Hsee & Leclerc, 1998). Applied to offer choice,
MESOs and single package-offers would differ in their reference points,
which would affect how economically attractive each is perceived to be.
With MESOs, the offers may be evaluated relative to each other, resulting in a focus on the relative gain between the offers. In contrast,
single offers would be evaluated against an outside standard – perhaps
the negotiator’s best alternative to a negotiated agreement (typically
called a BATNA; Fisher & Ury, 1981). From this point of view, if the
negotiator’s BATNA is more attractive than the first offer, single offers
would be negatively evaluated, but MESOs would be viewed more favorably because the comparisons focus on the relative gain between
offers. However, if the BATNA were less attractive than the first offer,
the single offer would now be viewed as favorably as (or more favorably
than) MESOs.
In the previous experiments, recipients had no BATNA, making it
difficult to track what reference point might be used when evaluating
single offers. Experiment 5 explicitly manipulated the recipients’
BATNA to explore whether it would eliminate the effects of MESOs.
This allowed us to ensure that recipients’ BATNA would be of greater or
lesser overall value than the first offer. If shifting reference-points can
explain the offer-type effects reported so far, then we would replicate
effects when the BATNA is high, but not when the BATNA is low (an
offer type × BATNA interaction). However, if MESOs had similar effects whether the recipient’s BATNA was strong or weak, then this
would suggest that MESOs are effective regardless of an opponent’s
negotiation advantage.
This experiment also tested the offerer reputation hypothesis. That
is, we expected that perceptions of agreement sincerity resulting from
offer type would generalize to affect the offerer’s reputation.

within their respective rooms (BATNA to owners, offer type to players).
Manipulations were implemented privately, and dividers prevented
participants from becoming aware of differences in experimental conditions. For each session, role assignments switched rooms. Unlike
Experiment 1, we conducted this negotiation using Tencent QQ, an
instant messaging software that allowed us to pair participants to negotiate, and determine whether the effects found in a face-to-face negotiation (Exp. 1) would extrapolate to an online negotiation.
Offerers used the first offers provided by presenting them to the
recipient through an instant messaging window. The recipients were
instructed to acknowledge receipt of the offer by entering into a survey
the offer they received (in full) and whether they had received one or
two offers; these responses served as manipulation checks. Recipients
completed measures of agreement sincerity and offerer reputation and
made a counteroffer, after which participants spent about 15 min negotiating. Finally, participants were debriefed and paid their bonus.
10.1.3. Offer type manipulation
Offerers received one (single) or two (MESOs) randomly generated
package offers to give their counterpart. Offers were worth 91% of the
maximum offerer value (more details in Table 1).
10.1.4. Recipient BATNA manipulation
In the high BATNA condition, recipients received a BATNA worth
350,000 points, worth more than any first offer they might receive. In
the low BATNA condition, recipients received a BATNA worth 70,000
points, and it was worth less than any first offer they might receive. The
offerer had a BATNA worth 350,000 regardless of condition. To continue, participants had to accurately identify their BATNA’s value.
10.1.5. Offerer value and outcomes
As in Experiment 1, we calculated offerer, recipient, and joint outcome
of the final agreement. As in Experiments 2 through 4, we calculated
the counteroffer value for the offerer (overall and for each issue), recipient, and joint, all from the recipient’s immediate counteroffer.
10.1.6. Agreement sincerity
Same as Exp. 2–4 (α = 0.93).
10.1.7. Initial recipient-value
Same as prior studies.
10.1.8. Cooperative reputation of offerer
Recipients responded to six items assessing perceived cooperativeness of the offerer. Statements began with “I expect that …” and ended
with the following: “…the other negotiator will seek to make a mutually agreeable solution”; “…the other negotiator will want a deal that
works out for both of us”; “…the other negotiator will be cooperative”;
“…I will trust the other negotiator;” “…the other negotiator will be
flexible”; “…the other negotiator will be trustworthy”). Participants
responded on a 7-point scale (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly
agree). The items showed high internal consistency (α = 0.88) and were
averaged into a single score, with higher values indexing a more favorable reputation.
Although agreement sincerity and offerer reputation were expected
to be related, we also expected them to be distinct constructs. An exploratory factor analysis supported this conclusion (see Supplemental
Materials for details), revealing a two-factor solution producing a
simple structure, with the two sets of items loading onto separate factors, and with low loadings on the other factor. The two measures are
correlated (see Table 7), although these correlations are similar to those
found among different kinds of social justice measures (e.g., Colquitt,
2001; Leonardelli & Toh, 2011), which are regularly found to be related
to different consequences.

10.1. Method
10.1.1. Participants and design
We sought to conduct up to 200 negotiations (400 participants) by
the end of the semester within which this was conducted, with the
notion that we would terminate at the semester’s end. A total of 218
participants (Mdnage = 34, 57.2% female) completed 109 negotiations
for course credit, as well as a bonus depending on how well they performed in the negotiation (possible range from CA$0.35 to CA$5.35).
The experiment had an offer type (MESOs, single-package offer) × recipient BATNA (low, high) between-dyad design.
10.1.2. Procedure
We used the same negotiation scenario as the first four Experiments.
Upon arrival, participants were randomly seated in one of two lab
rooms (players in one, owners in the other) to prepare for the negotiation. BATNA and offer type conditions were randomly assigned
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Table 7
Descriptive statistics and correlations among all measures: Experiment 5.
Measures

M

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1. Agreement sincerity
2. Offerer reputation
3. Initial recipient-value

3.85
4.15
192.03

1.51
1.07
52.71

0.67*
−0.01

0.17†

Counteroffer value
4. Offerer overall
5. Important-distributive issue
6. Tradable: high priority
7. Tradable: low priority
8. Joint value

650.42
270.87
249.39
129.59
1094.77

230.22
161.68
111.66
48.63
67.45

0.37*
0.32*
0.18†
0.26*
−0.10

0.27*
0.25*
0.15
0.10
0.01

−0.11
−0.09
0.10
−0.42*
0.36*

0.84*
0.68*
0.38*
0.33*

0.22*
0.12
0.16†

0.17
0.71*

−0.58*

Agreement outcomes
9. Offerer outcome
10. Important-distributive issue
11. Tradable: high priority
12. Tradable: low priority
13. Joint outcome

745.34
309.79
302.40
133.14
1118.06

177.40
130.53
95.55
49.24
71.97

0.45*
0.41*
0.20*
0.12
0.05

0.30*
0.36*
0.09
−0.04
0.09

−0.12
−0.10
0.14
−0.46*
0.41*

0.86*
0.76*
0.44*
0.24*
0.14

0.72*
0.85*
0.15
0.07
0.05

0.56*
0.26*
0.65*
0.05
0.41*

0.37*
0.15
0.10
0.76*
−0.44*

8

9

10

11

12

0.20†
0.11
0.40*
−0.50*
0.66*

0.82*
0.58*
0.30*
0.18†

0.10
0.10
−0.01

−0.10
0.73*

−0.75*

Note. N = 88 for counteroffer measures, all others N = 97. All scores calculated from payment schedules (measures 3 through 13) are presented in the thousands.
Counteroffer and agreement scores, except for joint value and outcome, are calculated in terms of offerer outcomes.
* p < .05.
†
p < .10.

10.2. Results

p = .03, res = 0.23, and on the important-distributive issue, F
(1, 92) = 4.01, p = .048, res = 0.20. Offerers also received better
agreements (overall and on the important-distributive issue) when recipients had a weaker BATNA (e.g., Moverall = 790.08; SD = 158.82)
than a stronger one (e.g., Moverall = 697.74; SD = 185.25), Fs > 6.05,
ps < .02, rses > 0.25. The interaction was not significant in any analysis (Fs < 1, ps > .68).

10.2.1. Manipulation checks
All participants accurately reported their BATNA’s value, consistent
with experimental condition. Consistent with Experiment 4, all recipients correctly reported the number of first offers received. Of the
109 negotiations, some dyads reached agreements (9) or constructed
counteroffers (3) that included positions that were outside of the specified range (role materials specified acceptable ranges for each issue;
e.g. salary must be between £500,000 and £1,000,000). Of the remaining 97 negotiations, 88 included usable counteroffers (with positions on all three issues). Analyses used the full sample (N = 97), and
when analyses involved counteroffer value, sample size was reduced to
88.5 Descriptive statistics and correlations among primary measures are
reported in Table 7. As in previous studies, initial recipient-value was
uncorrelated with agreement sincerity.

10.2.5. Counteroffers: Offerer value
Analysis of counteroffers controlling for initial recipient-value revealed that, as in Experiments 2–4, offerers gained more overall value
after MESOs (M = 692.74, SD = 250.56) than a single package-offer
(M = 606.13, SD = 200.22), F(1, 83) = 5.11, p = .026, res = 0.24.
Counteroffers were also less favorable when BATNAs were high
(M = 584.93, SD = 227.64) than low (M = 713.00, SD = 217.12), F
(1, 83) = 7.20, p = .009, res = 0.28. The interaction again was not
significant, F(1, 83) = 1.92, p = .17.

10.2.2. Agreement sincerity
Consistent with Experiments 2–4, agreement sincerity was higher
after MESOs (M = 4.18; SD = 1.37) than a single-package offer
(M = 3.49; SD = 1.60), F(1, 93) = 7.49, p = .007, res = 0.27.
Agreement sincerity was also lower when recipient’s BATNAs were high
(M = 3.16, SD = 1.40) than low (M = 4.40, SD = 1.38), F
(1, 93) = 19.02, p < .001, res = 0.41. The offer type × BATNA interaction was not significant, F < 1, p = .43.

10.2.6. Sequential mediation of offerer outcome
We tested a multi-step mediation model through recipients’ agreement sincerity and counteroffers to predict agreement outcome
(PROCESS, Model 6; for an image of the causal sequence, see Fig. 4, top
panel), with the BATNA manipulation and initial recipient-value as
covariates. The path coefficients in Fig. 4 are consistent with the predicted model. Relative to a single package-offer, MESOs led to greater
agreement sincerity, which predicted more favorable counteroffers to
the offerer, which in turn was associated with better agreement outcomes for the offerer. The test for this multi-step indirect effect was
significant (b = 19.57, SE = 12.52; CI95% = 1.36, 52.31). Alternative
indirect effects, through just one mediator (and also depicted in Fig. 4,
top panel), were less persuasive alternatives, with neither path reaching
significance through just agreement sincerity (b = 8.24, SE = 7.24,
CI95% = −0.46, 29.18) or just counteroffer value (b = 46.33,
SE = 30.72, CI95% = −10.69, 109.87). Conducting the same PROCESS
analysis with the value of the most important distributive issue (i.e.,
salary) revealed consistent results: the multi-step mediation indirect
effect was significant (b = 12.64, SE = 7.90, CI95% = 0.80, 33.33), and
alternative indirect effects were not.

10.2.3. Initial recipient-value
Scores were submitted to 2 × 2 ANOVA. Consistent with
Experiments 1–4, initial recipient-value was higher after MESOs
(M = 204.33, SD = 50.74) than a single-package offer (M = 178.40,
SD = 52.02), F(1, 93) = 6.01, p = .02, res = 0.25. No other effect was
significant, Fs < 3.14, ps > .078.
10.2.4. Offerer outcome
See Fig. 1, rightmost two bars, for agreement outcomes, overall and
on individual issues by offer type. Analysis controlling for initial recipient-value showed that offerers secured higher value in the agreements after MESOs than a single-package offer overall, F(1, 92) = 5.05,

10.2.7. Joint outcome and counteroffer
Joint outcome in the final agreements was higher after MESOs
(M = 1134.07, SD = 73.90) than a single-package offer (M = 1100.31,
SD = 66.10), F(1, 93) = 5.34, p = .02, res = 0.23. Similarly, for

5
Cell sizes for agreements: nMESO/HighBATNA = 26; nMESO/LowBATNA = 25;
nSingle/HighBATNA = 21; nSingle/LowBATNA = 25. Cell sizes for counteroffers: nMESO/
nMESO/LowBATNA = 21;
nSingle/HighBATNA = 19;
nSingle/
HighBATNA = 24;
LowBATNA = 24.
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Fig. 4. Sequential mediation of offerer outcome (top
panel) and joint outcome (bottom panel):
Experiment 5. Note. † p < .10; * p < 0.05;
**
p < 0.01; ns p > .12. Unstandardized coefficients
reported (coefficients for associations between
counteroffer value or outcome predicted by offer
type, agreement sincerity, or initial recipient-value,
are reported in thousands). The top panel controlled
for the BATNA manipulation and initial recipientvalue.

counteroffers, joint value was also higher after MESOs (M = 1112.52,
SD = 67.99) than a single-package offer (M = 1076.20, SD = 62.38), F
(1, 84) = 6.08, p = .02, res = 0.26. In neither analysis did the BATNA
manipulation and interaction reach significance, Fs < 2.59, ps > .11.

10.3. Discussion
The results supported the predicted causal sequence for offerer and
joint outcomes (Fig. 4). For offerer value, presenting MESOs led recipients to see greater sincerity and potential in reaching an agreement,
which led them to anchor their counteroffers on the initial offer value,
which ultimately led to higher offer value in final agreements. For joint
value, counteroffers were anchored on initial recipient-value, which
influenced final joint outcomes.
The evidence for these causal paths is particularly compelling considering the multi-source nature of these data; offer type was manipulated experimentally and communicated by the offerer, agreement
sincerity and the counteroffer utilized self-report and behavioral responses of the recipient, and the agreement was a result of the two
negotiators’ joint decision-making.
A choice between offers also yielded a marginal effect on offerer
reputation as more cooperative, supporting the idea that offer choice
extends to relational consequences. However, offerer reputation was
not an alternative explanation for the offer type effects.
Finally, we manipulated the recipients’ BATNA but did not find that
it moderated any of the MESO effects. As an additional analysis, we
tested offer type effects within the BATNA conditions for offerer and
joint outcomes. We find that – while the effects are in the right direction
in both BATNA conditions on both measures – these within-condition
tests are marginally significant or do not reach significance, Fs < 3.87,
ps > .051, ress < 0.21. Although this lack of moderation is inconsistent with predictions derived from the shifting reference-points explanation, a higher standard would have been to find that the withincondition tests were also significant. More testing will help to flesh out
this conclusion. That noted, the BATNA manipulation independently
affected our dependent measures, further demonstrating the power of
having a strong BATNA (Galinsky, Schaerer, & Magee, 2017; Magee,
Galinsky, & Gruenfeld, 2007; Pinkley, Neale, & Bennett, 1994).

10.2.8. Sequential mediation of joint outcome
We tested whether initial recipient-value could explain joint value
in the recipient’s counteroffer and then the joint outcome in the final
agreement, a sequential mediation (PROCESS, Model 6). The coefficients of each association are reported in the lower panel of Fig. 4 and
are consistent with predictions: MESOs yielded greater initial recipientvalue, which in turn led to more integrative counteroffers and ultimately more integrative agreements. The test for this multi-step indirect effect was significant (b = 6.96, SE = 3.57; CI95% = 1.75, 16.74).
10.2.9. Recipient outcome and counteroffer
Recipients created counteroffers that did not differ in overall value
for themselves after MESOs or a single package-offer, F(1, 84) = 2.06,
p = .155, res = 0.15, nor did the BATNA manipulation moderate it, F
(1, 84) = 1.95, p = .17, res = 0.15. Recipients with stronger BATNAs
did, however, create offers than gave themselves more (M = 522.96,
SD = 174.52) than those with weaker BATNAs (M = 369.24,
SD = 201.99), F(1, 84) = 12.88, p = .001, res = 0.36. The agreement’s
value to recipient by offer type is reported in Table 3. This difference
was not significant, F(1, 93) = 1.05, p = .31, res = 0.10, nor was the
interaction, F(1, 93) < 1, p = .55. As found on the counteroffer, recipients claimed more value in the agreement when they had stronger
BATNAs (M = 429.05, SD = 179.12) than when they did not
(M = 319.77, SD = 163.25), F(1, 93) = 9.91, p = .002, res = 0.31.
10.2.10. Offerer reputation
The offerer was seen as marginally more cooperative after MESOs
(M = 4.32, SD = 1.11) than a single offer (M = 3.96, SD = 1.01), F
(1, 93) = 3.17, p = .08, res = 0.18. There was also a BATNA main effect, such that offerer reputation was less cooperative when recipients
had higher BATNAs (M = 3.95, SD = 1.15) than lower ones (M = 4.34,
SD = 0.97), F(1, 93) = 3.83, p = .054, res = 0.20. The interaction was
not significant, F(1, 93) = 0.08, p = .77. Additional analysis suggests
that offerer reputation did not explain the effect of offer type on
counteroffer value and final agreement outcome for the offerer
(b = 7.16, SE = 7.71, CI95% = −3.82, 28.62). A final set of analyses,
reported in the Supplemental Materials, supports the notion that offerer
reputation is a generalization of agreement sincerity.

11. Experiment 6: Self-generated MESOs and negotiation climate
Our final study was designed to build confidence in the effect’s reproducibility and practical value by testing hypotheses in a more
complex negotiation context where negotiators self-generated MESOs or
single package-offers to launch their negotiation. This manipulation is
similar to our prior manipulations as it allowed natural variation in
initial recipient-value. Unlike our prior manipulations, however, selfgenerated offers allowed for natural variation in first offer extremity,
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allowing us to further test the moderating effect of extremity on the
offerer outcomes.
This study also tested the cooperative climate hypothesis. We predicted that negotiation dyads would have a more cooperative climate
(where both parties see the other as more cooperative) after MESOs
than a single package-offer.

Importantly, neither overall value of first offers, t(35) = 1.29, p = .205,
nor position extremity differed by offer type, Fs < 1.07, ps > .31
(additional details in Table 1).
11.1.3. Calculating outcomes
Because the offer manipulation was received by different roles,
calculating offerer outcomes required three steps. First, agreements and
first offers were transformed into a score that represented the value
gained by each party (in $). Details on each party’s valuation of the
issues can be found in Footnote 4. Second, overall outcome for the
buyer and seller was calculated by summing together gains (including,
for the buyer, an anticipated $8.4 million advertising revenue) and
subtracting any costs. Both parties wanted to gain more than their
BATNA (Sellers’ = $2.5 million; Buyers’ = $3 million). Third, all outcome calculations were then recoded so that higher scores reflected
greater offerer outcome by first standardizing within role, and then
recoding outcomes within dyad to reflect offerer scores. As two issues
(financing, runs per episode) reflected different priorities across role,
these were also recoded to reflect value on the offerer’s higher priority
or lower priority tradable issues. Analyses with offerer role as a control
factor yielded no meaningful effects; thus, to simplify presentation, we
collapsed across offerer role in the reporting of our analyses. Of note,
recipient value was calculated in a similar way as offerer value (higher
standardized scores indicating higher recipient value). Joint outcome
was calculated as the sum total of the agreement ($), with higher
numbers indicating higher joint outcome.

11.1. Method
Eighty-two Masters of business administration (MBA) students at
Northwestern University were assigned to forty-one dyads as part of an
in-class negotiation exercise. Each dyad was randomly assigned to a
MESO or single package-offer condition, with one of the two roles asked
to prepare a single package-offer or MESOs. This sample was recruited
from students conducting a classroom exercise of those who were
available at the time we collected data.
11.1.1. The negotiation
For this study, we used Moms.com, which concerned five issues regarding the sale of a television show (Tenbrunsel & Bazerman, 2000).
The show’s licensing fee was the most important-distributive issue.
Number of runs per episode and financing terms were the next two most
important issues, and were tradable, where financing mattered more for
the seller and runs more for the buyer. Finally, the negotiation had the
potential to include two additional issues. Negotiators could (but did
not need to) include the licensing of a second show (Juniors); it’s value
was equal to or less than the value generated by the third most important issue. A final issue concerned the parties’ differing expectations
for the show’s performance. The seller anticipated the show would be
more highly rated than the buyer did; these differences could be used to
arrange a bet based on how much advertising revenue was generated
due to the ratings (Bottom, 1998; Kray, Thompson, & Lind, 2005). As
parties were unaware of this issue until comparing their expectations, it
would not be part of first offers. Both parties had alternatives should the
negotiation end in impasse.6

11.1.4. Negotiation climate
After negotiating ended, the recipient completed a truncated version
of the reputation measure used in Experiment 5 (i.e., “The other negotiator is cooperative”; “I trust the other negotiator;” “The other negotiator is flexible”) using the same 7-point response scale. Ratings
were averaged together (α = 0.85), with higher numbers indicating
greater offerer reputation. The offerer also completed the same assessment about the recipient (α = 0.68). Ratings of both parties were
highly similar within negotiations (ICC = 0.31, p < .05; average
Rwg = 0.77) pointing to non-independence of the data; the more the
offerer was perceived as cooperative, so was the recipient. Such nonindependence indicates that data could also be analyzed as a combination of offerer and recipient perceptions (Bliese, 2002), representing
an index of the negotiation’s cooperative climate.

11.1.2. Offer manipulation
One party (buyer or seller) was assigned to be the offerer. Those
who received the offer manipulation were instructed to familiarize
themselves with their role materials and scoring system, and to negotiate with package offers rather than single issues at a time. In the
MESO condition, they generated three equivalent package offers favorable to themselves and delivered them simultaneously as the first offer;
they were encouraged to confirm equivalence by evaluating the offers
using their scoring system. In the single package-offer condition, they
generated just one favorable to themselves. The offers were expected to
be similarly extreme overall and at the position-level by offer type, and
have more extreme positions on more important issues. Most dyads
(37/41 = 90%) submitted descriptions of their first offers; we used
these data to assess whether offerers followed instructions. Consistent
with expectations, self-generated MESOs were equivalent to each other
(value discrepancies within $100,000). Also, all offers were created in
the offerers’ favor, at least $1.2 million above the offerer’s BATNA.

11.2. Results
Thirty-eight of the 41 dyads reached agreement. The three that
reached impasse were included in analyses of cooperativeness (excluding these data did not change the results; nMESO = 20; nsingle = 18).
All participants correctly produced the right number of offers, save one
person in the MESOs condition who created a single opening offer.
Internal analyses recoding this negotiation into the single offer condition produced outcomes similar to those for experimental conditions.
To preserve random assignment, analyses with experimental conditions
are reported. Descriptive statistics and correlations among measures are
reported in Table 8.
11.2.1. Initial recipient-value
MESOs yielded higher value (M = −0.75, SD = 0.29) than a singlepackage offer (M = −0.99, SD = 0.61), but this difference was not
significant, t(35) = 1.50, p = .14, res = 0.25. Initial recipient-value was
uncorrelated with offerer outcome overall or on the important-distributive issue (Table 8).

6
The following information was used to calculate the value of each negotiable issue. Licensing fee was calculated as cost per episode times 100; higher
numbers indicated better seller but worse buyer outcomes. Runs per episode –
which could range from 4 to 8 – were valued by the seller from −$500,000 (at
8 runs) to +$500,000 (for 4) in $250,000 increments, but by the buyer from
−$1.6 million (4 runs) to +$1.6 million (8 runs) in $800,000 increments.
Financing saved the buyer 10% of the licensing fee each year delayed (up to
50%, year 5), but cost the seller 20% of fee (year 1), 35% (year 2), or 50% (year
3, the seller’s maximum financing year). If Juniors was added to the agreement,
parties decided how to divide $1 million. Finally, a contingency contract could
add value to both parties, but depended on how negotiators divided value;
many negotiations did not include it in the agreement.

11.2.2. Offerer outcome
Consistent with previous experiments, compared to a single
package-offer, MESOs led to greater offerer value overall (M = 0.55,
SD = 1.09 vs. M = −0.12, SD = 0.77), t(36) = 2.19, p = .035,
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Table 8
Descriptive statistics and correlations among all measures: Experiment 6.
Measures

M

SD

1

2

3

4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.98
4.86
4.92
0.93
−0.87

0.98
1.19
0.88
0.49
0.46

0.30†
0.76*
−0.15
0.19

0.85*
−0.28†
0.27

−0.28†
0.29†

−0.99*

0.23
0.24
0.17
0.17
10071.90

1.00
0.97
0.83
1.11
803.97

0.16
−0.06
0.03
−0.02
0.32†

0.22
0.21
0.15
−0.07
0.42*

0.24
0.10
0.12
−0.06
0.47*

−0.01
0.11
−0.26
0.16
−0.21

Offerer reputation
Recipient reputation
Negotiation climate
First offer value
Initial recipient-value

Agreement outcomes
6. Offerer overall
7. Important-distributive issue
8. Tradable: high priority
9. Tradable: low priority
10. Joint outcome

5

6

7

8

9

0.05
−0.06
0.28
−0.22
0.34*

0.71*
0.56*
0.29†
0.30†

0.07
0.01
0.07

−0.08
0.54*

−0.45*

Note. 37 ≤ N ≤ 41 (see Method). First offer value and all agreement scores but joint outcome are calculated in offerer value.
* p < .05.
†
p < .10.

res = 0.34. There was also marginally greater offerer value on the most
important-distributive issue (M = 0.51, SD = 1.03 vs. M = −0.06,
SD = 0.82), t(36) = 1.86, p = .072, res = 0.30, and marginally greater
offerer value on the more important tradable issue (M = 0.39,
SD = 0.62 vs. M = −0.08, SD = 0.99), t(28.11) = 1.80, p = .08,
res = 0.32. No other effects on other issues were significant. As in all
previous studies, initial recipient-value did not predict offerer outcomes, Fs < 1.38, ps > .24. When controlling for initial recipientvalue, the offer type main effect was now marginal or no longer significant for overall and important-distributive issue (ps > .090; effect
sizes were of similar size to those produced by analyses without the
covariate (ress > 0.27).

res = 0.26. Tests for mediation showed that, although the indirect effect
test did not reach significance, all path coefficients are in the predicted
direction as all previous studies (Table 2).
11.2.5. Recipient outcomes
Descriptive statistics by offer type are reported in Table 3. The deal’s
value was not affected by offer type, t(36) = 0.97, p = .337, res = 0.16.
11.2.6. Cooperative reputation and climate
We first tested if the results on offerer reputation in Experiment 5
could be replicated: recipients saw offerers as more cooperative after
MESOs (M = 5.32, SD = 0.92) than single-package offers (M = 4.65,
SD = 1.21), a significant difference, t(39) = 2.28, p = .028, res = 0.34.
However, offerer reputation was not correlate with offerer outcome –
overall or on the important-distributive issue (Table 8), suggesting that
offerer reputation could not explain the offer type effects on offerer
outcomes.
To analyze negotiation climate, cooperative perceptions were submitted to a repeated measures general linear model, with perception
source (recipient, offerer) as a within-negotiation measure factor and
offer type (package offer, MESOs) as a between-negotiation factor.
Analysis revealed that perception source did not moderate the effect of
offer type on cooperative perceptions nor did it have an independent
effect, Fs < 1, ps > .5. Regardless of source, offer type affected negotiation climate, F(1, 39) = 4.62, p = .038, res = 0.33, such that the
climate was perceived to be more cooperative when offerers began with
MESOs (M = 5.21, SD = 0.88) than with single-package offers
(M = 4.64, SD = 0.81). Tests also indicated that these effects were
fairly independent of the offerer’s agreement outcome, yielding small
and nonsignificant correlations with recipient cooperativeness and negotiation climate (Table 8).

11.2.3. First-offer extremity as a moderator
We used PROCESS (Model 1) to test whether first offer extremity (a
continuous measure in this study) moderated the effect of offer type
(0 = package, 1 = MESOs) on offerer outcome, with initial recipientvalue as a covariate. The results reveal a significant interaction between
offer extremity and offer type (b = 2.39, SE = 0.83, p = .008,
CI95% = 0.69, 4.10). When first-offer extremity was low, offer type did
not influence offerer value in the agreement (b = −0.31, SE = 0.44, p
= .49, CI95% = −1.23, 0.60), but when extremity was high, offerers
received more value in the agreement after MESOs than a single
package-offer (b = 1.72, SE = 0.50, p = .002, CI95% = 0.71, 2.73,
res = 0.42). Fig. 5 illustrates the pattern of this interaction. A similar
pattern was found on the important-distributive issue.
11.2.4. Joint outcome
MESOs led to higher joint outcome than a single-package offer
(Table 2), but not a significant difference, t(36) = 1.63, p = .112,

11.3. Discussion
Using offers that the negotiators themselves constructed, this experiment replicated the economic benefits of MESOs. The experiment
also established another important outcome – MESOs yielded relational
benefits by producing a cooperative negotiation climate, which was
independent of offerer outcome (Table 8).
Also, consistent with Experiment 4, offer type and first-offer extremity interacted to predict offerer outcome: MESOs led to greater
offerer outcomes when offer extremity was high but not when it was
moderate. These effects are consistent with the reasoning that MESOS
lead to greater offerer outcomes for offers that are most seen as competitively biased.

Fig. 5. Offerer Outcome by Offer Type and First Offer Extremity: Experiment 6.
Note. Offer type (single, MESOs) by first offer extremity (continuous). Predicted
means for offerer outcome reported.
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12. General discussion

beyond offer extremity and recipient's BATNA (Exps 4, 5), which both
independently affected it - can activate agreement sincerity, such as an
offer’s degree of precision, the offerer’s facial features (some faces cue
trustworthiness) or cultural dynamics. Such programs can identify new
insights into how the negotiator dilemma can be better managed. It is
also clear that agreement sincerity can go beyond application to the
negotiation context and apply to social conflict resolution more generally or any context where involved parties work toward an agreement, from economic games to group decision-making. We also think
closely related constructs, such as the sincerity of persuasive appeals,
may help researchers more strongly develop an understanding of the
circumstances under which social influence is most likely to occur.

Six experiments provided converging evidence that MESOs produced greater individual and joint economic outcomes as well as relational outcomes. Furthermore, we documented the precise processes
that separately produced the individual and joint economic outcomes.
A choice among offers led recipients to see the offers as a more sincere
attempt at accommodating their interests to reach an agreement.
Consistent with our reasoning for anchoring, this greater agreement
sincerity affected the value of the recipient’s counteroffer to the offerer
and these anchored counteroffers then anchored final agreements. In
further support of the anchor-strength hypothesis, MESOs were most
beneficial to the offerer when offers were extreme and most likely
perceived as competitively biased; this effect of extremity was further
supported by moderated mediation through agreement sincerity.
Overall, the results are consistent with our predictions that offer choice
reduces the competitive reactions that normally result from receiving
an extreme first offer.
In terms of joint outcome, we repeatedly found that MESOs produced higher initial recipient-value, which in turn mediated the effects
of MESOs on increasing joint outcomes (Table 2; see also lower panel,
Fig. 4). The direct effect from MESOs to joint gain was not always
present because of suppression effects from anchoring (see Experiment
2 discussion).
Finally, MESOs produced better relational outcomes, increasing
both the cooperativeness of the offerer’s reputation and overall negotiation climate. Thus, offering MESOs allowed negotiators to reduce the
negotiator dilemma by securing a competitive advantage while appearing to be cooperative.
These effects were independent of the number of offers in MESOs,
the BATNA of the other party, participant population (undergraduate,
MBA, Mturk, Prolific), in-person or online negotiations, or whether the
offers were randomly generated or self-generated, and independent of
offerer role (Exp. 6). The research offers a number of theoretical and
practical possibilities. Our theory and findings have implications and
new directions for the psychology of negotiations, choice, and anchoring.

12.1.2. Choice effects do not require choosing
This research program challenges a core assumption that guides
much of the psychology-of-choice literature. Typically, to study choice,
it is assumed that people must choose (e.g., Patall, Cooper, & Robinson,
2008; Savani, Stephens, & Markus, 2017) or opt out of decision-making
altogether (e.g., Chernev, Böckenholt, & Goodman, 2015; Iyengar &
Lepper, 2000). However, in these studies, the recipient benefited from
choice without choosing among those first offers. Instead, simply offering the choice lent greater credibility to the information and value
contained within those offers and changed the nature of the relationship between the two parties. Although the recipient did not make a
choice, MESOs allowed them to identify where they could gain value
that the offerer would accept. More generally, it points to the notion
that the provision of choice and choice architecture need not require
people to choose to influence behavior. Simply providing the possibility
of choice, even in the absence of choosing, can be sufficient to shape the
transfer of knowledge and the experience of that relationship.
12.1.3. Degree of competitive bias as a parameter of anchor-strength
Since the establishment of anchoring as a psychological phenomenon (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974), the field has increasingly shifted to
studying the strength of anchors, that is, what causes people to keep
their judgments closer to the initial anchor (Mussweiler, 2003; Wegener
et al., 2001; in negotiations, see Ames & Mason, 2015). We identified
that, unlike normal judgmental anchoring tasks, negotiators are driven
not just by accuracy motivation but also by self-interest: The more
competitively biased an anchor is perceived to be, the weaker the anchor will be at influencing judgment. Our research also identified that
extreme offers tend to be weaker anchors because they are seen as
competitively biased, but that extreme offers can be made stronger
when they are framed as sincere attempts at agreement. Perceptions of
competitive bias can also manifest in domains outside of negotiations to
undermine anchors, such as when people make claims that certain
statistics (perhaps a U.S. President’s low approval ratings) are “fake
news.”

12.1. Implications
12.1.1. Reducing the negotiator dilemma on first offers
This paper provides the first empirical evidence that the negotiator
dilemma can be effectively managed by simply changing the way they
make the first offer. Since the introduction of the Allred (2000) conceptual framework assessing which practices reduce or avoid the negotiator dilemma, empirical research has provided additional strategies
that help negotiators manage this dilemma (e.g., learning goals, Kray &
Haselhuhn, 2007; perspective taking, Galinsky et al., 2008; behavioral
mimicry, Maddux et al., 2007). The current research adds to these investigations in ways not addressed by this research by reducing the
dilemma that negotiators face when making and receiving offers.
Moreover, the evidence supports the idea that this is a simple but
practical tool that even beginner negotiators can use (the participants in
five of our studies were unlikely to have negotiation training prior to
participation), whereas some of the alternative strategies might require
training (e.g., it takes talent, time and effort to learn to be a good mimicker).
More importantly, this research proposed a means for assessing
whether the recipients’ experience of the negotiator dilemma reduced
with perceptions of agreement sincerity. When a first-offer recipient
interprets those offers as exhibiting agreement sincerity, their own
experience of the negotiator dilemma is reduced because it allowed
them to see value for themselves while accommodating the offerer's
interests. Although we focused on choice of offers as a source of
agreement sincerity, we anticipate ample opportunity to explore whether other features of the offer, the offerer, or the negotiation context -

12.1.4. Tracking an anchor’s cumulative effects and interpersonal spread
Negotiations are an ideal context to study anchoring because we can
see how anchors beget anchors, from one person, to another, to ultimately a jointly-made decision. Across the studies, we found evidence
for a serial path from offer type → agreement sincerity → perception of
offer reservation/aspiration price → counteroffers → to final agreements. At each stage, a judgment or behavior is anchored on the value
of the preceding stage. This process shows how persistent anchoring can
be through a social exchange manifesting as a series of judgments and
behaviors. Much of the anchor strength literature treats strength as
judgment proximity, but the notion of strength can also include other
elements, such as its persistence, as well as the anchored judgment’s
resistance to change, its felt importance, or its cognitive accessibility.
Reconsidering and expanding our notion of strength from one of
judgment proximity to other forms will help to document the power
and limits of anchoring in a variety of forms.
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12.2. Future directions

a distinction others have documented (Shin & Ariely, 2004). In every
study measuring agreement sincerity and initial recipient-value (Exps.
2–5), the two were weakly or non-significantly correlated (Tables 4–7),
reinforcing the notion of the relative independence of these constructs.
Maybe, however, what matters to recipients' agreement sincerity is
perceived economic value, value relative to reference points that shift
depending on how many offers recipients received. Perhaps this
“shifted” economic value informs agreement sincerity (e.g., Bazerman
et al., 1992; Hsee & Leclerc, 1998; Hsee et al., 1999). In Experiment 5,
we could empirically measure shifted recipient-value. We did so by
taking the initial recipient-values of the first offers (i.e., in MESOs, the
value of the most attractive offer to the recipient) and subtracting the
BATNA value in single-offer conditions, and subtracting the lowest
value offer in the MESO conditions. Although this measure was not
associated with offerer or joint outcome (rs < 0.16, ps > .12), it was
positively associated with agreement sincerity, r(95) = 0.42, p < .001.
More generally, this evidence implies that preferences for flexibility
resulting from choice may be related, in part, to economic value, when
that value has been adjusted for shifting reference-points. It would be
interesting to establish whether this shifted economic value is a necessary condition for agreement sincerity, choice flexibility more generally, and other forms of choice preference, such as loss aversion (Shin
& Ariely, 2004).

12.2.1. Joint outcome as a sufficiently compensatory effect
We found consistent evidence that MESOs indirectly increased joint
outcome by providing the recipients with higher initial values.
However, such effects did not always compensate recipients for the
disadvantage brought by anchoring; in all studies, when recipients received extreme offers, they gained less after than MESOs than a single
package-offer, and such differences were significant for some studies
(Exps. 2–4) and not for others (Exps. 1, 5, 6). This greater manifestation
of disadvantage was likely due, in part, to the fact that the positive offer
type effect on joint outcome was somewhat suppressed by anchoring on
the recipient’s higher priority issue (see Exp. 2 Discussion and
Supplemental Materials). A useful direction going forward would be to
explore under what conditions joint outcomes can be strengthened. One
such tactic that may strengthen the MESOs’ joint outcome effect may be
to consider the timing of the first offer (Sinaceur, Maddux, Vasiljevic,
Nückel, & Galinsky, 2013). Sinaceur and colleagues have found that,
compared to negotiators who made the first offer early on (e.g., within
five minutes after the negotiation started), those who made the first
offer at least 15 min after the negotiation started increased the effective
information exchange between the two negotiation parties, which led to
greater joint outcome. MESOs may more rapidly trigger this information exchange given the multiple packages available to the recipient,
suggesting that MESOs given as first offers later in the negotiation can
be more effective at increasing joint outcomes than single-package offers or first offers given early on (and timing might also reduce suppression by anchoring). This prediction would benefit from future
testing.

12.2.5. MESOs as a means for managing relationships
We also think MESOs may be able to build and block coalitions in
multi-party negotiations. One way parties attempt to increase power in
multi-party negotiations is by forming coalitions, where two or parties
attempt to achieve a mutually desirable outcome for their coalition
rather than for the entire set of possible parties (Komorita & Kravitz,
1983). Offering MESOs may help recruit coalition partners. Moreover,
the sincerity derivable from MESOs may help stabilize relationships
that are notoriously fickle in the multiparty-context. Second, when
negotiating against a coalition, presenting MESOs may help to make the
coalition members’ differences more apparent, thereby offering opportunities to destabilize opposing coalitions. These predictions would
benefit from future research.

12.2.2. How many offers?
Across our studies, we found that it did not matter whether two or
three MESOs were presented to produce the predicted effect. However,
this raises the question of how many offers will optimize the favorable
effect of MESOs. From a psychological perspective, the agreement sincerity resulting from having choice versus none points to a single-step
function, where what matters is having a choice - two or more offers
produces agreement sincerity relative to one. In contrast, initial recipient-value points to a continuous plateau function, where increasing
number of offers continues to probabilistically increase the initial recipient-value until it reaches a plateau. However, past research has also
documented the effects of choice overload, which can produce regret
(Iyengar & Lepper, 2000) and reduced cooperation (Dolbear et al.,
1969). Future research would benefit from more carefully identifying
the optimal number of offers.

13. Conclusion
The current research establishes that offering MESOs at the outset of
a negotiation provides the offerer with both economic and relational
benefits. By offering MESOs, a negotiator faces less extreme counteroffers, secures better final agreements, and walks away with a cooperative reputation. These benefits, however, originate from a
common source: the recipient. Offerers were successful in reducing the
dilemma for themselves by reducing it for their counterpart. If there is a
message that appears to be reinforced by this work, it is this: we can
often help ourselves by helping others.

12.2.3. Source of offer choice
Relatedly, the question arises whether the advantages of MESOs for
negotiations and relationships depend on the source of the choice. For
example, if a mediator rather than a counterpart were to present a
choice of offers, what consequences might follow? It is quite possible
that the offers may still be perceived as sincere attempts at agreement,
but any boost in reputation could be attributed to the perceived source
of those offers, in this case, the mediator. That noted, there can still be
relational advantages from choice, even if not attributable to a counterpart. For example, greater choice in a prisoner’s dilemma – which is a
function of game design rather than attribution to the counterpart – is
associated with more cooperative responses (Pilisuk, Potter, Rapoport,
& Winter, 1965; Pilisuk, Skolnick, Thomas, & Chapman, 1967), and
encourages players to problem-solve for mutually agreeable solutions
that override competitive responses (Rubin & Brown, 1975; see also
Blake & Mouton, 1961; Kelley, 1966).
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12.2.4. Economic basis of choice preference
This research also reinforces the notion that choice preferences are
not reducible to the greater economic value that can result from choice,
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